LITA
design David Dolcini

D92
**D92V14**

- Diameter: 12 cm (4.7”)
- Height: 14 cm (5.5”)
- Weight: 0.6 kg (1.3 lb)

**D92V18+D92/2**

- Diameter: 15 cm (5.9”)
- Height: 18 cm (7”)
- Weight: 0.8 kg (1.7 lb)

**Technical Details**

- MAX 4W LED G9
- h max: 70 mm
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LITA

D92=18+D92/2

- Width: 18 cm (7"")
- Height: 28 cm (11.2"")

- Weight: 1.5 kg (3.3 lb)

Specifications:
- MAX 4W LED G9
- h max: 70 mm
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[Diagram of a light fixture showing brightness levels and the transition between off, low (10%), and maximum (100%) brightness.]
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